Sweet and simple.
But it’s a tough little nut!

For Healthcare

For Retail

For Inventory

The Peanut: Small. Small. Small.
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Not only is The
Peanut small (we
mean dinky!), it’s also
versatile and nimble
— put your laptop,
device, or up to 10 lbs
of equipment on the
move without the fuss
of an overblown cart.
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The round handle on
the 40” high shelf is
comfy for your wrists
to rest on.
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The Peanut is
extra-nimble. At only
18”w x 17”d and
just 24 lbs, it’s light
enough to push with
a finger.
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The all-steel
construction is powder
coated so it’s easy
to clean and resists
cracking and chipping.
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The clip-on cable
sleeve protects cords
along the column.
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Move it effortlessly
on the 3” twin wheel
rubber casters (2
locking).
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Saying "YES" to You for 30 Years!
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The Peanut for Tablets: Three easy ways to mount your tablet!
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The Peanut for Tablets is just like The Peanut, except
that it has an extra-long column with a tilting mount
so you can position a tablet at eye-level, the shelf is
smaller (18”w x 11”d), and it’s slightly heavier at 27 lbs.
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You have three options
to secure your tablet
with the tilting tablet
mount, VESA plate,
“easel” and top-grip
(all included).
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OPTION 1:
Hard-mount your
tablet case directly to
the VESA plate.

10 OPTION 2:

Add the 12”-wide
easel to the VESA
mount and place your
tablet on the cart for
quick data entry.
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11 OPTION 3:

Add the top grip to the
easel to hold the top
of your tablet so you
have extra stability
if you move the cart
around a lot.

See the back for Technical Data and more!
anthro.com | 800.325.3841
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Why You’ll Love Anthro
Made in the USA
We design and manufacture in Portland, Oregon to
control quality and respond quickly to your needs.
The Peanut

The Peanut for Tablets

PT1GMPW3
$349 MSRP

PT2GMPW3
$389 MSRP

Laptops, Mini-laptops
(like Chromebooks™),
free-standing tablets and
other small equipment.

Tablets (any manufacturer,
any model) that you want
to secure to the cart

18”w x 16.5”d x 40”h

18”w x 17”d x 54.75”h

18”w x 15”d x 40”h

18”w x 11.25”d x 40”h

Weight
capacity

10 lbs.

10 lbs.

Options

As simple as it gets.
If your device and
equipment can fit on
the shelf, it can go.

Same simple cart, with a
tilting tablet mount that
gives you 3 security options:
1) VESA mount
2) Open easel
3) Adjustable top grip

Product #
and MSRP

Intended
for

Overall
dims
Shelf
dims

Mobility
Cable
management
Unit weight
Materials
and finishes
Warranty

Technology Is Our Middle Name
For 30 years, we've been staying ahead of your
technology needs with our easy-to-use solutions.

Lifetime Warranty
With Anthro, you get premium materials, quality
construction and outstanding service, all of which
last a lifetime — the length of our warranty.

Also From Anthro
Zido® this small versatile cart holds up to 150 lbs.

The lightweight cart it easy to move with 4 twin-wheel 3” casters
(two locking) and an integrated handle.

17”-long cable sleeve snaps onto the column.

24 lbs.

YES Charging Carts For Tablets
and Mini-Laptops (like Chromebooks™)

27 lbs.

The all-metal surfaces are 12-gauge and 16-gauge steel with a
baked-on powder coated finish that’s durable and easy to clean.
Lifetime Warranty against manufacturing defects.

@anthrocorp

Chromebook™ is a trademark of Google Inc. The Peanut™ and Technology Furniture® are trademarks of Anthro Corporation.
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For inquiries, call our friendly and knowledgeable Sales Team
at 800.325.3841, drop us a line at sales@anthro.com, or
download more info at anthro.com.

